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The companion volume to 12 Rules for Life offers
further guidance on the perilous path of modern life.
In 12 Rules for Life, clinical psychologist and
celebrated professor at Harvard and the University of
Toronto Dr. Jordan B. Peterson helped millions of
readers impose order on the chaos of their lives.
Now, in this bold sequel, Peterson delivers twelve
more lifesaving principles for resisting the exhausting
toll that our desire to order the world inevitably takes.
In a time when the human will increasingly imposes
itself over every sphere of life—from our social
structures to our emotional states—Peterson warns
that too much security is dangerous. What’s more,
he offers strategies for overcoming the cultural,
scientific, and psychological forces causing us to
tend toward tyranny, and teaches us how to rely
instead on our instinct to find meaning and purpose,
even—and especially—when we find ourselves
powerless. While chaos, in excess, threatens us with
instability and anxiety, unchecked order can petrify
us into submission. Beyond Order provides a call to
balance these two fundamental principles of reality
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path that divides them.
The unauthorized national-bestselling sensation
revealing the absorbing story of the rise, fall, and
recovery of Nike, by a former employee and a Los
Angeles Times reporter.
Revealing the secrets of the Spanish singerson of
Julio Iglesiasthe authors cover Enrique's love life,
family life, feelings about success, and inside scoop
on his famous dad, among other tasty tidbits.
Original.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller A bestselling
book that is inspiring the nation: “We have written
here about terrible things that we never wanted to
think about again . . . Now we want the world to
know: we survived, we are free, we love life.” Two
women kidnapped by infamous Cleveland schoolbus driver Ariel Castro share the stories of their
abductions, captivity, and dramatic escape On May
6, 2013, Amanda Berry made headlines around the
world when she fled a Cleveland home and called
911, saying: “Help me, I’m Amanda Berry. . . . I’ve
been kidnapped, and I’ve been missing for ten
years.” A horrifying story rapidly unfolded. Ariel
Castro, a local school bus driver, had separately
lured Berry, Gina DeJesus, and Michelle Knight to
his home, where he kept them chained. In the
decade that followed, the three were raped,
psychologically abused, and threatened with death.
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Drawing upon their recollections and the diary kept
by Amanda Berry, Berry and Gina DeJesus describe
a tale of unimaginable torment, and Pulitzer
Prize–winning Washington Post reporters Mary
Jordan and Kevin Sullivan interweave the events
within Castro’s house with original reporting on
efforts to find the missing girls. The full story behind
the headlines—including details never previously
released on Castro’s life and motivations—Hope is a
harrowing yet inspiring chronicle of two women
whose courage, ingenuity, and resourcefulness
ultimately delivered them back to their lives and
families.
TestosteroneAn Unauthorized Biography
A portrait of the controversial basketball coach
traces his tenure with Indiana University and offers
insight into the darker side of his personality as well
as the methods that led to his numerous awards.
Learn the Incredible Story of Chicago Bull & NBA
Great Scottie Pippen! Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In Scottie
Pippen: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's
Greatest Small Forwards, you'll read about the
inspirational story of basketball's star, Scottie
Pippen. This short unauthorized biography of Scottie
Pippen highlights the greatest moments of his
career. Scottie Pippen was one of the underdog
stories of the NBA when he first entered the league,
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Seattle Supersonics before being traded on draft
night to the Chicago Bulls. He would become a
central figure alongside Michael Jordan in the Bulls'
historic championship runs of the 90s. Even after the
Bulls dynasty dismantled, Scottie would impress as
he spent the later part of his career seeking
championship number seven as part of the Portland
TrailblazersRead on to learn about the days of when
Scottie Pippen played alongside Michael Jordan,
Dennis Rodman, Toni Kukoc, Ron Harper and Steve
Kerr in some of the greatest times of Chicago Bulls'
basketball history. Here is a preview of what is inside
this book: Childhood and High School Years College
Years at the University of Central Arkansas Scottie's
NBA Career Pippen's Personal Life Scottie Pippen's
Impact on Basketball Pippen's Most Memorable
Moments Pippen's Legacy & Future An excerpt from
the book: Tom and Jerry. Lone Ranger and Tonto.
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. Batman and
Robin. Jordan and Pippen. It's hard to describe a
man who many have believed was a mere sidekick
to Michael Jordan. However, like Jerry, Tonto, Dr.
Watson, and Robin, Scottie Pippen also established
a name for himself in the game of basketball. Most of
his career happened in the shadows of Jordan and
people fail to realize that without Pippen, Chicago
potentially would not have created the wining Bulls
dynasty. Pippen once said, "Sometimes a player's
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the team." He not only came to grips with his role,
but embraced it, quietly racking up impressive
statistics while giving his teammates the spotlight.
The 6-time NBA Champion and all-leader in steals
and assists among forwards, is one of the most
versatile players in NBA history. Although Pippen
averaged over 20 points a game along with 7
rebounds, he was continually overshadowed by the
shooting guard god, Jordan. It wasn't until Pippen
was charged with guarding Magic Johnson in the
1991 NBA Finals that everyone began to take notice
and see Pippen in his own right. The world soon
began to uncover the mystery surrounding Pippen's
rise to fame in the basketball world. In the height of
his prime, Pippen made 10 consecutive All-NBA First
Defensive teams, and was only one of three NBA
players to record 200 steals and 100 blocks in a
single season. He was known to block the lanes of
opposing teams with his unusually long wingspan
(2.2m) and jumping ability. Coach Phil Jackson once
described him as a "one man wrecking crew." His
tireless work ethic and selfless playing style often
resulted in him leading the Bulls in blocks and
assists. He finished 23rd in all-time assists in his
career. Pippen is truly one of the league's greatest
treasures and few players in NBA history have
actually matched his versatility. He was an incredibly
unique player. On defense, he combined his height
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he didn't excel in. Tags: Scottie Pippen, Chicago
Bulls, Portland Trailblazers, Houston Rockets,
Michael Jordan, Ron Harper, Steve Kerr, Dennis
Rodman, Charles Barkley, Kobe Bryant, Larry Bird,
Karl Malone, Magic Johnson, Derrick Rose, Joakim
Noah
When Sheila Jordan dropped a nickel in the juke box
of a Detroit diner in the 1940s and heard “Now’s
The Time” by Charlie Parker, she was instantly
hooked—and so began a seventy-year jazz journey.
In 1962, she emerged as the first jazz singer to
record on the prestigious Blue Note label with her
debut album Portrait of Sheila. Exploding on the jazz
scene, this classic work set the bar for her career as
an iconic jazz vocalist and mentor to other promising
female vocalists. As The New York Times then
announced, “Her ballad performances are simply
beyond the emotional and expressive capabilities of
most other vocalists.” Jazz Child: A Portrait of Sheila
Jordan, as the first complete biography about this
remarkable singer’s life, reveals the challenges she
confronted, from her growing up poor in a
Pennsylvania coal mining town to her rise as a
bebop singer in Detroit and New York City during the
1950s to her work as a recording artist and
performer under the influence of and in performance
with such jazz luminaries as Charlie Parker, George
Russell, Lennie Tristano, Charles Mingus, Sonny
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woman living the jazz life in an era of racial and
gender discrimination while surrounded by those
often struggling with the twin evils of alcohol and
drug abuse are skillfully woven into the tapestry of
the tale she tells. With Jordan’s full cooperation,
author Ellen Johnson documents the fascinating
career of this jazz great, who stands today as one of
the most deeply respected jazz singers and
educators. For jazz fans, Johnson’s biography is a
testament to a vanishing generation of musicians
and her indomitable spirit is an inspiration to all
walks of life.
Shortly after launching her RedPillBlack YouTube
channel in July 2017, Candace Owens became one
of America's most prominent conservative voices
and a favorite target of the left. Donald Trump and
Kanye West expressed their admiration for Owens,
while prominent conservatives like Charlie Kirk and
Dennis Prager brought her into their organizations.
Owens launched the Blexit movement to encourage
black voters to leave the Democrat plantation.
Today, the mainstream media calls her a white
nationalist, even though she is the black
granddaughter of a Southern sharecropper. Some
conservatives, on the other hand, believe she will
one day be President. In this biography, Richard
West provides Candace Owens' life story, showing
how she evolved from a victim-mentality liberal to a
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"a girl who started with nothing" to a true American
success.
The definitive biography of the Queen of Soul from
acclaimed music writer David Ritz, hailed by Rolling
Stone as "a remarkably complex portrait of Aretha
Franklin's music and her tumultuous life." Aretha
Franklin began life as the golden daughter of a
progressive and promiscuous Baptist preacher.
Raised without her mother, she was a gospel
prodigy who gave birth to two sons in her teens and
left them and her native Detroit for New York, where
she struggled to find her true voice. It was not until
1967, when a white Jewish producer insisted she
return to her gospel-soul roots, that fame and fortune
finally came via "Respect" and a rapidfire string of
hits. She has evolved ever since, amidst personal
tragedy, surprise Grammy performances, and career
reinventions. Again and again, Aretha stubbornly
finds a way to triumph over troubles, even as they
continue to build. Her hold on the crown is tenacious,
and in Respect, David Ritz gives us the definitive life
of one of the greatest talents in all American culture.
"Comprehensive and illuminating." --USA Today
"Traces the life of one of the most legendary
basketball players in the history of the sport, drawing
upon interviews with Jordan's friends, family, and
teammates, and following his career from college to
the NBA."--Provide by publisher.
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Shaquille O'Neal and speculates on his impact on
the NBA
Testosterone is neither the biological essence of
manliness nor even the "male sex hormone." It
doesn't predict competitiveness or aggressiveness,
strength or sex drive. Rebecca Jordan-Young and
Katrina Karkazis pry testosterone loose from more
than a century of misconceptions that undermine
science while making social fables seem scientific.
Jimmy Page - Magus, Musician, Man is a
meticulously researched life story of Led Zeppelin's
legendary guitarist and producer. From his childhood
in war-torn Britain and his pivotal role in the
recording studios that launched the British Invasion
of the '60s to his milestone achievements, his dark,
nefarious excesses with Led Zeppelin, and his
emergence as a revered cultural icon and honored
philanthropist, this biography - the first ever written
about Jimmy Page - portrays all his spiritual, artistic,
and personal dimensions. Swinging London, the
Sunset Strip, Bron-yr-Aur, Kashmir, and Clarksdale:
Magus, Musician, Man traverses through all of
Page's hallowed stomping grounds and tells, at last,
the complete story of one of rock 'n' roll's most
enigmatic and influential talents.
More than 40 years after he emerged from the
mushroom cloud of an H-Bomb test, Godzilla reigns
as the king of monsters. The book dispels the myths
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enigmatic "mon-star", and is loaded with background
information and trivia about the people who created
Japan's favorite monster. 50 illustrations.
This short & unauthorized biography of Michael
Jordan highlights his accomplished career. Ever
since he entered the league straight out of college,
Michael Jordan has cemented himself as one of the
greatest superstars to ever play in the NBA. In this
book, we’ll explore Michael Jordan’s journey to the
national basketball league along with the impact that
he has had on the game. Whether you are a fan of
the Bulls, or simply a fan of the game of basketball,
Michael Jordan’s story is an inspiring one of how
one person with a dream beat all the odds to
ultimately became one of the best players in the
history of the game. Here is a preview of what you'll
find in this book: Childhood and Early Life High
School Years Quick Facts About Him College Years
Jordan's NBA Career Michael Jordan’s Legacy And
Much More.... Get the ultimate story behind Michael
Jordan's journey on how he became one of the most
dominant figures in the history of basketball!
"What does everyone in the modern world need to
know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of
questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of
ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cuttingedge scientific research. [The author discusses]
discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and
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practical and profound rules for life"-Traces the life and career of the singer who was
originally a part of the group, "New Kids on the Block,"
and has gone on to begin a successful solo career
Michael Jeffrey Jordan is widely considered to be the
greatest basketball player in the history of the NBA. He is
a six-time NBA champion, five-time MVP, two-time
Olympic gold medalist, ten-time All-NBA First Teamer,
nine-time All-Defensive First Teamer, and on and on.
Most fans are aware of his amazing accomplishments on
the court, but in order to truly understand Michael
Jordan, you must first understand where he came from.
Michael Jordan: An Unauthorized Biography explores
Jordan's upbringing, his early years and details his
breakthrough into the NBA, all the way through his
current ownership of the Charlotte Hornets. Jordan's
celebrity status and fascinating life story have fans and
critics alike wondering where his career will take him
next. Inside, you will discover where it all started and
learn why fans have loved and hated Jordan throughout
his career. From family to basketball to the future, all you
need to know about Michael Jordan is right here, right
now, in the most up to date coverage of his life. This
book also includes all of Michael Jordan's collegiate and
professional statistics.
Golden State Warriors insider and bestselling author
Marcus Thompson “paints a complex portrait and
captures all the multitudes of a dynamic athlete trying to
carve his legacy” (Jonathan Abrams, New York Times
bestselling author) with this definitive biography of one of
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has never seen a player
quite like Kevin Durant. Larry Bird wasn’t as quick,
Magic Johnson didn’t have such a range, and Michael
Jordan wasn’t seven feet tall. Durant handles the ball
like Allen Iverson, shoots like Dirk Nowitzki, and has the
scoring instincts of Kobe Bryant. He does it in a body
that’s about as big as Hakeem Olajuwon. But ultimately,
Kevin Durant is like no one but himself. After an
incredible first season with Golden State, Kevin Durant
earned the coveted NBA Finals MVP award: he was the
Warriors’ top scorer in every game of the 2017 Finals,
helping the team snatch the title from LeBron James and
the defending champion Cleveland Cavaliers. As a
sports columnist for The Athletic Bay Area, and longtime
beat reporter covering the Golden State Warriors,
Marcus Thompson is perfectly positioned to trace
Durant’s inspirational journey. KD follows Durant’s
underdog story from his childhood spent in poverty
outside DC; to his rise playing on AAU teams with future
NBA players; to becoming a star and hometown hero for
the Oklahoma Thunder; to his controversial decision to
play for the NBA rival Golden State Warriors; to his
growth from prodigy into a man, in the first true inside
account of this superstar player. With his “gift for insight
into people, in a way that might be sui generis among
writers” (Ethan Strauss, The Athletic), Thompson has
written a powerful, moving biography of a modern-day
legend that is also an essential read for all sports fans—or
anyone who wants to know: what’s it like to shoot for
greatness?
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creation,
development,
and performance
of the 1992
United States Olympic Basketball team, the celebrated
"Dream Team" of Larry Bird, Patrick Ewing, Michael
Jordan, Earvin "Magic" Johnson, and the rest.
Examines the history of cocaine from its first medical
uses to the worldwide issues it presents today, taking
readers into such locations as the isolation cells of
America's prisons, crack houses in New York, and the
jungles of Bolivia and Colombia, tracing its manufacture
and chronicling the accounts of its cultivators, traffickers,
and fighters. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
As one of the greatest, most celebrated athletes in
history, Michael Jordan conquered professional
basketball as no one before. Powered by a potent mix of
charisma, near superhuman abilities and a ferocious
drive to dominate the game, he achieved every award
and accolade conceivable before retiring from the
Chicago Bulls and taking an executive post with the
Washington Wizards. But retirement didn't suit the man
who was once king, and at the advanced age of thirtyeight Michael Jordan decided it was time to reclaim the
court that was once his. WHEN NOTHING ELSE
MATTERS is the definitive account of Jordan's equally
spectacular and disastrous return to basketball. Having
closely followed Jordan's final two seasons, Michael
Leahy draws a fascinating portrait of an intensely
complex man hampered by injuries and assaulted by
younger players eager to usurp his throne. In this
enthralling book Jordan emerges as an ambitious, at
times deeply unattractive character with, unsurprisingly,
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portrait
only of one
athlete's overriding
ambition, but also of a society so in thrall to its sports
stars that it is blind to all their faults.
The Jonas Brothers really are the kids of the future! They
have been fan favorites since they released their first
album, It’s About Time, in 2006. With their music and
acting careers heating up they’re unstoppable. Now
learn all about Kevin, Joe, and Nick— from their childhood
to their rise to fame plus all of their favorite things,
hobbies, and love lives!
Who is Dennis Rodman? Readers flocked to find out with Bad
As I Wanna Be, a confessional by Rodman himself that sold
roughly 600,000 copies. But an autobiography rarely attains
objectivity, nor tells the whole story. No Bull chronicles the life
of America's Bad Boy - from the time his mother fled a broken
marriage to Dallas with Dennis and his two sisters, to his
early arrest for theft, to his emergence as a star at
Southeastern Oklahoma State. Bickley follows Dennis during
his rookie year and beyond with the Detroit Pistons, where he
began to make headlines for more than his basketball talent,
to suspensions while playing for the San Antonio Spurs, to his
time with Michael Jordan and Chicago Bulls. We see Dennis
Rodman on and off the court, and the reader can be sure no
punches are pulled.
In this “scrupulously reported biography” (NPR) Jordan
documents how Melania Trump had discussing being First
Lady nearly two decades before she landed in the White
House and how she encouraged her husband to enter the
race for president. Based on interviews with more than one
hundred people in five countries, The Art of Her Deal: The
Untold Story of Melania Trump is “an extraordinary work”
(Salon) that draws an unprecedented portrait of the first lady.
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Jordan interviewed key people in Melania's close circle who
speak publicly for the first time and uncovered never-beforeseen photos and tapes of the tall woman with “tiger eyes,” as
a judge in an early modeling contest said. The Art of Her Deal
shows Melania’s ascent from a modest life, tracing her
journey from childhood under a communist dictator to her
complicated relationship with Donald Trump. The picture that
emerges is “that the first lady is not a pawn but a player...
and a woman able to get what she wants from one of the
most powerful and transparently vain men in the world”
(NPR). And while it is her husband who became famous for
the phrase “the art of the deal,” this is the story of the art of
her deal.
This book tells the story of Jordan Peterson, who has
emerged as a champion of free speech. On September 27,
2016, he posted a video online, criticizing the political
correctness of Canada's Bill C-16 and explaining that he
would refuse to use made-up pronouns to address
transgendered persons. Today, he continues to lecture
widely, and on various online platforms he maps out
psychological issues that affect us all. Find out how Peterson
became an expert on politics and human thought, and learn
how a YouTube video unexpectedly turned him into a public
figure and a proponent of meaning and value in modern life.
Available on kindle, in paperback, and as an audio book.
An opinionated tour of the past, present, and future of pro
basketball, written by ESPN's "Sports Guy" columnist, shares
insights on everything from major NBA events and underrated
players to how Hall of Famers should be selected.
When in 1969 the NBA sought an emblem for the league, one
man was chosen above all as the icon of his sport: Jerry
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NBA logo, seen on merchandise around the world. In this
marvelous book—the first biography of the basketball
legend—award-winning reporter and author Roland Lazenby
traces Jerry West’s brilliant career from the coalfields near
Cabin Creek, West Virginia, to the bare-knuckled preexpansion era of the NBA, from the Lakers’ Riley-MagicKareem Showtime era to Jackson–Kobe–Shaq teams of the
early twenty-first century, and beyond. But fame was not all
glory. Called “Mr. Clutch,” West was an incomparable
talent—flawless on defense, possessing unmatched court
vision, and the perfect jumper, unstoppable when the game
was on the line. Beloved and respected by fans and fellow
players alike, West was the centerpiece of Lakers teams that
starred such players as Elgin Baylor and Wilt Chamberlain,
and he went on to nine NBA Finals. Yet in losing eight of
those series, including six in a row to the detested Boston
Celtics, West became as famous for his failures as for his
triumphs. And that notoriety cast long shadows over West’s
life on and off the court. Yet as the author discovered through
scores of exclusive interviews with West’s teammates,
colleagues, and family members, West channeled the
frustration of his darkest moments into a driving force that
propelled his years as an executive. And in this capacity, the
success that often eluded West on the court has enabled him
to reach out to successive generations of players to enrich
and shape the sport in immeasurable ways. Though
sometimes overshadowed by flashier peers on the court,
Jerry West nevertheless stands out as the heart and soul of a
league that, in fifty years, has metamorphosed from a
regional sideshow into a global phenomenon. And in Jerry
West, Roland Lazenby provides the ultimate story of a man
who has done more to shape basketball than anyone on the
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interviews with
Stan Lee and
dozens of his
colleagues and contemporaries, as well as extensive archival
research, this book provides a professional history, an
appreciation, and a critical exploration of the face of Marvel
Comics. Recognized as a dazzling writer, a skilled editor, a
relentless self-promoter, a credit hog, and a huckster, Stan
Lee rose from his humble beginnings to ride the wave of the
1940s comic books boom and witness the current motion
picture madness and comic industry woes. Included is a
complete examination of the rise of Marvel Comics, Lee's
work in the years of postwar prosperity, and his efforts in the
1960s to revitalize the medium after it had grown stale.
By one of Britain's most gifted scientists: a magnificently
daring and compulsively readable account of life on Earth
(from the "big bang" to the advent of man), based entirely on
the most original of all sources--the evidence of fossils. With
excitement and driving intelligence, Richard Fortey guides us
from the barren globe spinning in space, through the very
earliest signs of life in the sulphurous hot springs and volcanic
vents of the young planet, the appearance of cells, the slow
creation of an atmosphere and the evolution of myriad forms
of plants and animals that could then be sustained, including
the magnificent era of the dinosaurs, and on to the last
moment before the debut of Homo sapiens. Ranging across
multiple scientific disciplines, explicating in wonderfully clear
and refreshing prose their findings and arguments--about the
origins of life, the causes of species extinctions and the first
appearance of man--Fortey weaves this history out of the
most delicate traceries left in rock, stone and earth. He also
explains how, on each aspect of nature and life, scientists
have reached the understanding we have today, who made
the key discoveries, who their opponents were and why
certain ideas won. Brimful of wit, fascinating personal
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history of life on Earth. A
Book-of-the-Month Club Main Selection With 32 pages of
photographs
This revelatory biography of Melania Trump from Pulitzer
Prize–winning Washington Post reporter Mary Jordan “deftly,
and without agenda, decodes Melania [Trump]” (NBC News)
who is far more influential in the White House than most
people realize. Based on interviews with more than one
hundred people in five countries, The Art of Her Deal: The
Untold Story of Melania Trump draws an unprecedented
portrait of the first lady. While her public image is of an aloof
woman floating above the political gamesmanship of
Washington, behind the scenes Melania Trump is not only
part of President Trump’s inner circle, but for some key
decisions she has been his single most influential adviser.
Throughout her public life, Melania Trump has purposefully
worked to remain mysterious. With the help of key people
speaking publicly for the first time and never-before-seen
documents and tapes, The Art of Her Deal looks beyond the
surface image to find a determined immigrant and the life she
had before she met Donald Trump. Mary Jordan traces
Melania’s journey from Slovenia, where her family stood out
for their nonconformity, to her days as a fledgling model
known for steering clear of the industry’s hard-partying
scene, to a tiny living space in Manhattan she shared
platonically with a male photographer, to the long,
complicated dating dance that finally resulted in her marriage
to Trump. Jordan documents Melania’s key role in Trump’s
political life before and at the White House, and shows why
he trusts her instincts above all. The picture of Melania Trump
that emerges in The Art of Her Deal is one of a woman who is
savvy, steely, ambitious, deliberate, and who plays the long
game. And while it is her husband who became famous for
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Jordan B. Peterson is a Canadian clinical psychologist,
cultural critic, and professor of psychology at the University of
Toronto. His main areas of study are in abnormal, social, and
personality psychology, with a particular interest in the
psychology of religious and ideological belief, and the
assessment and improvement of personality and
performance. Peterson grew up in Fairview, Alberta. He
earned a B.A. degree in political science in 1982 and a
degree in psychology in 1984, both from the University of
Alberta, and his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from McGill
University in 1991. He remained at McGill as a post-doctoral
fellow for two years before moving to Massachusetts, where
he worked as an assistant and an associate professor in the
psychology department at Harvard University. In 1998, he
moved to the University of Toronto as a full professor. He
authored Maps of Meaning: The Architecture of Belief in
1999, a work which examined several academic fields to
describe the structure of systems of beliefs and myths, their
role in the regulation of emotion, creation of meaning, and
motivation for genocide. His second book, 12 Rules for Life:
An Antidote to Chaos, was released in January 2018. In
2016, Peterson released a series of videos on his YouTube
channel in which he criticized political correctness and the
Canadian government's Bill C-16. He subsequently received
significant media coverage.
Who was Jesus Christ, and how did he make such an
astonishing impact that still resonates today? Exploring
evidence from the New Testament gospels, early church
writings, the apocryphal gospels, Roman literature, and
archaeology, readers are given a vivid portrait of Jesus’ firstcentury Jewish cultural context. Examining the accounts of
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regarding his resurrection, this book offers a compelling
biography of a man that his followers called the Messiah. If
you have ever wondered about the impact of Jesus’ social
class on his ministry; why he was at odds with religious
authorities; the influence of Roman occupation; the
interactions with contemporary resistance movements; or the
prominent role of women in his disciple community, then allow
this book to challenge and deepen your understanding of the
Jesus found in the Bible.
The inspiration for the HBO documentary from Academy
Award–winning producer Alex Gibney. The #1 New York
Times bestseller based on years of reporting and interviews
with more than 250 people from every corner of Tiger
Woods’s life—this “comprehensive, propulsive…and
unsparing” (The New Yorker) biography is “an ambitious
360-degree portrait of golf’s most scrutinized
figure…brimming with revealing details” (Golf Digest). In 2009,
Tiger Woods was the most famous athlete on the planet, a
transcendent star of almost unfathomable fame and fortune
living what appeared to be the perfect life. But it turned out he
had been living a double life for years—one that exploded in
the aftermath of a Thanksgiving night crash that exposed his
serial infidelity and sent his personal and professional lives
over a cliff. In this “searing biography of golf’s most blazing
talent” (GOLF magazine), Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian
dig deep behind the headlines to produce a richly reported
answer to the question that has mystified millions of sports
fans for nearly a decade: who is Tiger Woods, really?
Drawing on more than four hundred interviews with people
from every corner of Woods’s life—many of whom have never
spoken about him on the record before—Benedict and
Keteyian construct a captivating psychological profile of a
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change not just the game of golf, but the world as well. But at
what cost? Benedict and Keteyian provide the starling
answers in this definitive biography that is destined to linger in
the minds of readers for years to come.
“Irresistible…Immensely readable…Benedict and Keteyian
bring us along for the ride in a whirlwind of a biography that
reads honest and true” (The Wall Street Journal). Ultimately,
Tiger Woods is “a big American story…exhilarating,
depressing, tawdry, and moving in almost equal measure”
(The New York Times).
Jordan-Young has written a stunning book that demolishes
most of the science associated with the dominant paradigm of
the development of sex and gender identity, behavior, and
orientation. The current paradigm, brain organization theory,
proposes: "Because of early exposure to different sex
hormones, males and females have different brains"; and
these hormones also create "gay" and "straight" brains.
Jordan-Young interviewed virtually every major researcher in
the field and reviewed hundreds of published scientific
papers. Her conclusion: "Brain organization theory is little
more than an elaboration of longstanding folk tales about
antagonistic male and female essences and how they
connect to antagonistic male and female natures." She
explains, in exquisite detail, the flaws in the underlying
science, from experimental designs that make no statistical
sense to "conceptually sloppy" definitions of male and female
sexuality, contradictory results, and the social construction of
normality. Her conclusion that the patterns we see are far
more complicated than previously believed and due to a wider
range of variables will shake up the research community and
alter public perception.
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